With PASSION
and PURPOSE
AT OXFORD INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE (OIC)
BRIGHTON, WE ENCOURAGE OUR STUDENTS FROM
YEAR 9 TO EXPAND THEIR LEARNING BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM, THROUGH ENTERING COMPETITIONS
OR JOINING CLUBS, AND THROUGH VOLUNTEERING
AND INTERNSHIPS AS THEY MOVE INTO SIXTH FORM.
THESE ENRICHING EXPERIENCES HELP THEM TO
DEVELOP INTO WELL-ROUNDED YOUNG PEOPLE,
READY FOR SUCCESS AT UNIVERSITY AND BEYOND.

OPENING IN
SEPTEMBER
2023

DEFINE
your future.

As the architect of the curriculum design at
OIC Oxford, I continue to follow our students’
post-OIC journeys with immense pride and
joy. Our goal is to build the foundation of a
successful career and fulfilling life by mapping
out a personalised journey for every student,
whilst providing them with all the support they
need: academic, career-related, and pastoral.
I am delighted to see my academic vision
and strategy being implemented at the new
campus in Brighton. I hope that your time
here will be a start of a uniquely fulfilling and
rewarding period of your life.
YASMIN SARWAR,
CHIEF EDUCATION OFFICER

Our curriculum follows the successful model of OIC Oxford,
the UK’s number 1 A-Level college. Using this model with
younger students means that our passionate teachers and
Supercurricular department will have even more time to
guide you and nurture your talents, based on your university
aspirations. This pedagogical approach is specifically
designed to ensure that you leave our college with everything
you need to take on the challenge of university and beyond.
In contrast to the bustling city centre location of OIC Oxford,
our vision for Brighton is a busy, engaged community of
students from age 13 all the way through to Sixth Form based
on one beautiful, spacious and modern campus; studying
and living together with the same aims and values. With vast
amounts of green space, sports facilities and peaceful study
areas, the campus will provide the ideal setting for you to
grow your talents and pursue a successful academic career.
OIC Brighton is part of the Nord Anglia Education family
of premium international schools. This means that we
attract world-class teachers and are able to offer you
even more opportunities outside of the classroom, such
as collaborations with MIT, and Global Campus, where
you can connect with your peers across the world.

Our Founding Principal will bring the ethos
and approach that Yasmin and the team have
created at OIC Oxford to our new school in
Brighton. In this magnificent setting by the sea
students from the age of 13 will benefit from
the excellent teaching and fantastic modern
facilities and all the features of approach
at Oxford such as the small classes, expert
teaching and a focus on Strategic Global
Pathways (page 8). Our students will leave
with the skills, qualifications, confidence and
resilience that enables them to thrive in their
future studies and careers. I am very much
looking forward to working with the Founding
Principal and Yasmin to bring this vision to life.
ANDREW GILLESPIE
EXECUTIVE PRINCIPAL
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Our multi-million-pound development will include everything a
student could need within a stunning 80,000-square-metre campus.
Preserving the original Ovingdean Hall, built in 1792, the renovation
will be completed in two phases:

Concept design, subject to planning.

•

Phase 1 will be completed in Summer 2023 and will include
boarding capacity for 240 students, modern teaching facilities,
a common room and student cafe, a dining hall, a medical
centre, a gym, a prayer room and a learning resource centre.

•

Phase 2 will be completed in Summer 2024, with additional
teaching and boarding capacity, a communal hall, a sports hall
and a fitness centre.
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WELCOME to
OIC Brighton.
WE ARE AN INDEPENDENT DAY AND BOARDING COLLEGE
FOR STUDENTS AGED 13-18, OPENING IN SEPTEMBER 2023.
Offering Pre-GCSE, GCSE, and A-Level
programmes, our curriculum is specifically
designed to prepare students for
competitive degrees at the world’s
top universities.
In 2019, our parent college earned the top
position in the UK Independent Schools
league tables after its students achieved
record A-Level results. Employing the
same approach to learning and working
closely with staff at Oxford, OIC Brighton
offers students the opportunity to meet and
learn from some of the brightest people in
the world in an environment that nurtures
their personal and academic growth, while
also enjoying a beautiful, safe campus in
this picturesque part of the UK.
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Our strong curriculum focus on the
skills needed for higher education
and employment gives our students
a competitive edge when applying to
university and in their future careers.
We take pride in our unique integration
of three key skills to success: Academic

Excellence, Career Development and
Personal Development.
Situated on a stunning campus just a
few miles from Brighton city centre, the
college provides the perfect environment
for building a vibrant, international
community of students and staff.
Students will be taught by teachers of
exceptional quality, all of whom are all
experts in their field, and their studies will
be complemented by a supercurricular
programme, designed to stretch them and
nurture their talents
Our young students represent the future
of this world, and we very much look
forward to welcoming them to Brighton
and to supporting them at the start of this
journey of a lifetime.

OUR THREE-PRONGED CURRICULUM, WHICH HAS BEEN
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR OIC, IS CENTRED AROUND:

1. Academic excellence
2. Career development
3. Personal development
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THE STRATEGIC GLOBAL PATHWAYS
Through years of working with top
universities across the globe, we have
developed a unique platform that gives
our students the best possible chance of
getting into the university of their dreams.
We call it the Strategic Global Pathways.

A clear pathway
to your
SUCCESS.
WHAT ARE THE STRATEGIC GLOBAL PATHWAYS?
Our platform consists of mapping
out the student journey from start to
finish and optimising every single
aspect: the subject they take, the
clubs they join, extra qualifications
they gain, and the internships they
apply for. Following a personalised
Strategic Global Pathway is a
chance to gain the advantage
in what is often an extremely
competitive admissions process.
We prepare students for a truly
global future. If you want to study
in the EU, Australia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Japan, or in any other
country, you will receive tailored
preparation for the exact admissions
system you will go through.
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At OIC Brighton, we believe that it’s
never too early to start planning your
future. That’s why we encourage
our students from Year 9 to think
about their career aspirations and
start to develop their pathway with
them. We have much more time
to help them work towards their
specific goals, building on their skills
and exploring opportunities with
them. There’s also plenty of time to
change direction if they want to.
The students that come out of
the Strategic Global Pathways are
not just book-smart, but efficient,
resourceful, and resilient. It’s a
journey that sees them reach their
dream degrees as well-rounded
young people, successful not just
at university but in life as well.
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ABOVE
and beyond.
Each stage of the curriculum at OIC
Brighton has been specifically designed
to prepare students for academic study
and equip them with the tools they need to
progress to the university of their choice.

OIC Brighton students enjoy small classes,
specialist teachers and the career focus
of their Strategic Global Pathway. These
benefits, paired with the academic culture
of the college, help to take our students
to the height of their potential.

From our Year 9 Pre-GCSE students to our
Year 13 A-Level students, each will learn key
study, research, leadership and teamwork
skills which, along with our Supercurricular
programme, focus on preparing them for
the next stage of their academic career.

We also assess our students weekly to pinpoint
their strengths and weaknesses, which allows
us to offer the exact support they need:
academic, career-related, or simply emotional.

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
AT OIC BRIGHTON, WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING:

Year 9

Pre-GCSE programme

IN ADDITION TO THEIR MAIN COURSE OF STUDY, STUDENTS
WILL ALSO HAVE ADDITIONAL COMMITMENTS, INCLUDING:
Physical Education (PE)

Year 10
Two-Year GCSE

Year 11

One-Year Intensive GCSE

Year 12 & 13
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A-Level

Personal, Social, Health, Economic education
programme (PSHE)
Supervised Study
Supercurricular programme including clubs,
activities, sports and competitions.

MOVING INTO SIXTH FORM THE FOCUS ON
UNIVERSITIES AND CAREERS BUILDS EVEN FURTHER:
Interview/Application
preparation
Admission Test Skills

Career Planning
Extended Project
Qualification (EPQ)
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UNIQUE FEATURES THAT HELP STUDENTS TO THRIVE
From as early as Year 9, we offer enrichment opportunities to help
students learn team building and leadership skills that will enable
them to successfully transition into university life and beyond:

Invaluable life skills
Learning to be confident and perform at their best
Increasing focus, concentration, and positive outlook
Gaining experience in public speaking
Coping under pressure and tackling exam anxiety
Have the confidence to do things the way successful people do
Find careers that excite and engage them fully

INVESTED
in you.
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Increased self-confidence, independence, and resilience

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

WELFARE & SAFEGUARDING

We recognise that the skills demanded
by employers are constantly changing
and adapting according to the needs of
the modern society. Many of the qualities
that are sought after in the university
admission process are similar to those that
are highly valued in today’s job market.

We understand that undergoing an ambitious
academic programme can be a struggle.
To support our high achievers, there is a
comprehensive welfare structure in place. Each
student is assigned a mentor and a progress
tutor to counsel them throughout their school
experience, and they have monthly one-to-one
meetings to ensure their wellbeing.

At OIC Brighton, we provide a comprehensive
range of opportunities and encourage
students to make the right choice from
the programmes available to support their
studies and university applications.

Our Student Services team is available for
a chat at any time and prepared to offer
logistical support (such as booking doctor’s
appointments, taxis, flights, hotels etc.) to
ensure our students feel safe and at home
both in the college and the country. All our staff
including the Principal and the Chief Education
Officer are available to speak to any student
seeking help.
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The
PERFECT
campus
experience.

RELAX IN OUR STUNNING GROUNDS
Along with outdoor sports facilities including
a running track and plenty of space for field
sports, the campus includes an unspoilt
wooded conservation area, perfect for
reconnecting with nature.

VAST AMOUNTS OF GREEN SPACE AND
DEDICATED STUDY AND COMMON
AREAS WORK SEAMLESSLY TOGETHER
TO CREATE THE IDEAL ENVIRONMENT
FOR A SCHOOL COMMUNITY TO GROW.

YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME
Our onsite boarding allows students
the perfect respite from a day of
intensive studying. Bright, modern
common spaces allow students to
relax and spend time with friends,
while comfortable study areas and
boarding assistants provide a calm
study environment ideal for catching
up on homework and revision.
There is a student café, a gym, a
medical centre, a prayer room and
a dedicated study area. Breakfast,
lunch, and dinner are served daily
in a large communal canteen and
students have access to snacks and
drinks within their boarding house.
Students are provided with clean
bedding and towels on a weekly basis,
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Ovingdean Hall: The Home of Science
and they also have easy access to
onsite laundry facilities. Live-in house
parents and boarding assistants
available 24/7 to help with any issue a
student might have.

space plan, communal lounge

EXPLORE,
experience,
enjoy.

STUDENTS ARE SPOILT
FOR CHOICE IN THIS
BEAUTIFUL PART
OF THE UK. WHICH
OFFERS THE PERFECT
MIX OF VIBRANT CITY
CULTURE, ROLLING
HILLS IN THE ENGLISH
COUNTRYSIDE AND
FRESH SEA AIR.
WHAT’S NOT TO LOVE?
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THE CITY
Ever since George IV fell in love with Brighton back in the 18th
Century, the city has been a magnet for visitors from all over the
world. Famous for its iconic Royal Pavilion and lively piers, today
Brighton is well-known for being a welcoming and diverse city
with a passion for culture, creativity, and sustainability. Students
will have regular access to the city centre and all it has to offer.

THE SOUTH DOWNS
Our campus is located just on the edge of the
South Downs National Park, giving fantastic
views over the rolling chalk hills. Students can
take full advantage of this bucolic scenery, as
part of their extra-curricular activities and in
their free time.
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An
UNBEATABLE
location.

ENGLAND
Birmingham

SITTING ON THE ENGLISH
CHANNEL COASTLINE, JUST
30 MILES FROM THE NEAREST
AIRPORT, THE CAMPUS
OFFERS THE PERFECT RURAL
SETTING WITHOUT FEELING
TOO HIDDEN AWAY.

Cambridge

WALES
Oxford
Bristol

Luton

Stansted

London
Heathrow
Gatwick

Bournemouth

Brighton

THE SEA
The coast is just 10 minutes away, so
students can experience the fresh
sea air of the English Channel every
day. For those who love water sports,
there are plenty of local clubs for our
students to join, with a marina and
beaches just down the road.

Brighton Station
1 hour to London
25min to Gatwick airport

HOVE

BRIGHTON
Shopping Centre
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EXPLORE MORE OF THE UK
While a lovely, vibrant place itself,
Brighton is also just an hour from
London, meaning there is plenty of
opportunity for excursions to the
UK’s capital city. From Brighton
there are also great transport links
to the rest of the South of England
and major international airports.

i360
West Pier

Royal Pavillion
The Lanes

Beach

Palace Pier

15min drive
to Brighton

Brighton Marina

English Channel
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APPLY
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During our application process, we want
to get to know you and your academic
interests. It is important to us to ensure not
only that you are the right candidate, but
also that we can help you achieve your goals.
This is why we have a dedicated admissions
team to guide you through the process and
help you figure out your own strengths.

Apply online now
for September
2023 entry:
oxcoll.com/brighton

OIC Brighton
Greenways, Ovingdean
Brighton, East Sussex
BN2 7BJ
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OXCOLL.COM

